Laboratory PPE Logo & Slogan Contest Rules

Participate in UCI’s Effort to Spread Awareness of Laboratory PPE on Campus
The UC Irvine Environmental Health and Safety (EH&S)
Department is reaching out to the campus community to
get the word out about Laboratory Personal Protective
Equipment but we need your help! We are looking for
creative artwork to patch onto the 2017 lab coats that will
be worn by laboratory researchers on campus. EH&S is
sponsoring a contest to find a logo and slogan that can best
present the Lab PPE program to the UCI Community. All UCI
undergraduate and graduate students in Chemistry,
Engineering and Biological Sciences are welcome to submit
their logo and slogan into the contest. We look forward to
seeing some awesome artwork!



The selected winner must submit a scalable vector
version of the winning design so that it is adaptable to
electronic and print media, to reproduction on small and
large surfaces and to use in color or in grayscale.
Contest Timeline
Contest opens: January 3rd 2017
Deadline for submissions: February 17th 2017
Winner announced: March 2nd 2017
How to Enter

Official Rules
The purpose of the contest is to design a logo and slogan to
be patched on 2017 incoming lab coats. The logo and slogan
may be used in all media – Including online, print and on
other merchandise. The following are the official contest
rules:


This contest is open to UCI undergraduate and
graduate students in the Chemistry, Engineering and
Biological Sciences Departments.



Create a logo and slogan design in .jpg, and PDF
formats (if you are selected as the winner, you must
be able to provide a high resolution vector file (e.g. in
Adobe Illustrator or Photoshop).



Use #getyourPPE on to display your artwork.



Submit your completed Entry Form and logo design
to ehs-ppe@uci.edu by Friday, February 17th, 2017

Selection Criteria


In accordance with copyright laws, all submissions must
be original art work and slogan and include: PPE (lab
coat, eyewear, gloves, long pants, closed toed shoes),
be in alignment with laboratory safety practices.



As a participant in the contest you agree to represent
the values of the University of California Irvine.



One entry per person.



All entries will become property of UCI. By submitting
an entry, each entrant agrees that any and all
intellectual property rights in the logo design are
deemed assigned to the Regents of the University of
California.





Except where prohibited by law, an entry submission
into this contest constitutes permission to use the
winner’s name, likeness, prize information, and
information provided on the entry form for publicity
purposes, without further permission or compensation.

A Selection Committee made up of EH&S, Chemistry,
Engineering, and Biological Sciences representatives will
evaluate the entries based on the following criteria:


Relevance of Design: Does the logo and slogan entry
align with the theme and goals of the UC Laboratory
PPE Policy?



Originality: Uniqueness in presenting the message.
Does the entry exhibit original design, creativity, and
imagination while incorporating the theme of lab
safety?



Aesthetic Quality: Does the logo and slogan
command attention? Does it display visual balance
and color coordination? Do all the elements work
together to create a unified and appealing design?

The winner will receive a $500 Apple gift card. The
Selection Committee reserves the right not to select a
winner, if in its sole discretion, no suitable entries are
received.

The decisions of the Selection Committee will be final.
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